
Wellness Tip- Acknowledging Anxiety 
Have the Courage! 

GOAL: Acknowledge your feelings and take control of the situation. 
Some things take practice, and you may not know the answer, YET!  All 
things you know now were once new and needed to be practiced too. 
WHY? Recognizing underlying emotions, showing confidence, and 
practicing to improve a skill area all help to improve anxiety. 

For more ideas, visit TOYBOXManitoba.ca 1 Like TOYBOXManitoba on Instagram/Facebook

Children Learn 
Through Play 

Time to think, be 
creative, explore… 

Focus on Child 
Interests 

Support children to 
develop their gifts 
and expertise areas. 

Enjoy Time 
Together in 

Nature 
Nature is full of 
learning moments.

LABEL YOUR 
EMOTIONS 

I am feeling worried. 

I am confused.

1
STAY POSITIVE 
I will do my best.  

Mistakes help me to 
learn. 

2
TAKE CONTROL 

I will practice.  

I will ask someone who 
can help.

3

Numbers, Letters and Wellness Ideas for Caregivers & Children Ages 2-8 



 

Numeracy Tip-  
Find the Math in Your Path 
Show me the math! 

Beginner: Show how math is enjoyed in activities. 
[Tip]: Notice shapes and patterns, how high can you 
build a tower before it falls? OR how many toys?  
You are doing math! 
  
Intermediate: Be positive and encouraging while 
pointing out the math words. 
[Tip]: Name shapes and patterns, show 
measures when baking, and calculate 
scores in a sports game. Math is more than 
counting. 
  
Experienced: Explore math in favourite activities. 
[Tip]: Explore ways math is used in baking 
(measurement and temperature), playing catch (speed 
and distance), playing with play clay (shapes and 
sizes). Focus on child interests. 
  
Why: Caregivers who are positive, interested and 
curious about math ideas with their children set a solid 
foundation for children’s math achievement.

For more ideas, visit TOYBOXManitoba.ca 1 Like TOYBOXManitoba on Instagram/Facebook

 

NUMBERS & LETTERS GO TOGETHER…
LITERACY TIP- TRY ALPHABET BOWLING! 
Beginner: Make a set of bowling pins and 
write one letter (or number) on each pin. 
Identify the letters on the pins that fall down. 

Intermediate: Using the bowling pins, 
children identify the sounds of the letters  (…
or how many?, using your fingers). 

Experienced: Identify a word that begins 
with the letter.  Have your child keep score by 
keeping track on paper of how many pins 
were knocked down.                                                      
WHY? Supports reading (& math) development 
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